We construct subgroups of the Brauer group of an algebraic number field whose member classes have Hasse invariants satisfying a rigid arithmetic structure -that of (relative) uniform distribution. After obtaining existence and structure theorems for these subgroups, we focus on the problem of describing algebraic properties satisfied by the central simple algebras in these subgroups. Key results are that splitting fields are determined up to isomorphism, and there exists a distinguished subgroup of central automorphisms which can be extended. In this paper we offer a construction which gives rise to subgroups of B(K) whose member classes have invariants which possess a rigid arithmetic structure -that of uniform distribution -then search for corresponding algebraic properties. Our construction is modeled after one given by R. Mollin [5] 
1. Introduction. Let K be an algebraic number field, and let denote the class of the finite dimensional central simple X-algebra A in the Brauer group B(K) of K. The class [A] is determined arithmetically by its Hasse invariants at the primes of K. Algebraic properties of A often impose severe but interesting arithmetic properties on its invariants. As evidence we cite the important work of M. Benard and M. Schacher [2] concerning the invariants when [A] is in S(K) the Schur subgroup of K, and the surprising result of G. Janusz [4] obtained in considering the problem of when an automorphism of K extends to A.
In this paper we offer a construction which gives rise to subgroups of B(K) whose member classes have invariants which possess a rigid arithmetic structure -that of uniform distribution -then search for corresponding algebraic properties. Our construction is modeled after one given by R. Mollin [5] 
to study subgroups of B(K) which contain S(K).
In §2 we present our construction and establish a series of results which culminate in an existence theorem. In §3, we consider questions concerning the structure of our subgroups. In §4, we present our main result, which shows that the classes we consider have splitting fields which are determined up to isomorphism, and in fact we characterize such classes. Our final section incorporates the aforementioned work of Janusz to give a wholly different algebraic description to our classes.
For the general theory of central simple algebras we refer the reader to [1] .
If [A] E B(K), then A is a matrix ring over a unique division ring D and the index of [A] written ind[^l] is /[Z>: K] . Moreover, if i 369 has prime factorization Π pf* 9 then [A] has a unique primary decomposition [A] = Π[ 4J where ind[A i ]=pf'. We recall that when K is an algebraic number field the index of [A] is equal to its exponent in B(K).
We denote the Hasse invariant of [A] at the prime S of K by inv 2 [Λ] . An extensive treatment of the classification of B(K) by invariants may be found in [3] or [6] . We summarize a few key results. The Hasse invariant inv a [^4] is a fraction modulo one whose denominator when expressed in lowest terms is the Srlocal index of [A] written l.i. 2 [^4] . We denote the completion of K at the prime £ by K%. Unless otherwise indicated congruences will be taken modulo one. 
Proof. Use Theorem 2.7 to provide
m/n E R(K) has index n, so a second application of Theorem 2.7 shows m n o c is admissible.
Classifying maps.
We examine now how the structure of R(K/F, G, c) is affected by the choice of a classifying map c, and offer some ideas concerning the construction of such maps. We begin with the rationale for why our classes are called uniformly distributed.
Algebras with uniformly distributed invariants were introduced in [2] as they helped characterize the classes in S(K), the Schur subgroup of B(K), when K/Q is abelian [2, Theorem 1] . A generalization to the case K/F Galois is found in [5] , where U F (K) the uniform distribution group of K relative to F is formulated and studied.
The principle of uniform distribution says that invariants of a class at primes of K above a fixed F-prime should yield the same local indices and occur equally often. That this holds for R(K) will be shown by slightly modifying some results concerning U F (K) found in [5] . In fact many statements true for U F (K) have suitable analogs for R(K). Let us fix notation.
Let the J£ w -prime <3l = 2, Π # m is a prime above ^P with relative and ramification degrees equal one. But K m is normal over F so all extensions of ^P to K m must satisfy this property, hence 9 is split completely in K m .
(ii) For σ E G, inv 2 
conclude U F (K) = R(K/F, G, c) unless c is trivial in which case bounding of exponents takes place in U F (K) but not R(K/F, G, c), so our assumption on ε insures R(K/F, G, c) Π B n (K) -U F (K).
We have not been able to determine completely the role the classifying map c plays in determining the structure of R(K/F, G, c); however with minimal information on the values of c we can give some idea of the size of R(K/F, G, c). The following will be useful for the discussion. LEMMA 
Suppose π m° c is admissible. Fix [A] E R(K/F, G, c) of index ra. Then π m° c is trivial if and only if [A] has identically distributed invariants viz., for any prime 9 of F and any extensions Q^ ^ of 9 to K,

Proof. If π m ° c is trivial this is immediate from the definition. If [A]
has identically distributed invariants, we invoke primary decomposition, to reduce to proving the converse under the assumption ra is a power of a Other peculiarities arise when Im(c) C {1,-1}. Our next proposition handles this eventually. PROPOSITION Given ΛT/i% and hence G, we wish to show how to construct maps c so that R(K/F, G, c) is nontrivial and has bounded exponent. To do this we must construct c so that | c σ | > 1 for some σ EL G and π m° c is admissible for some m > 1. Note that when π m o c is admissible its kernel must contain G' the commutator subgroup of G. 
Suppose Im(c) c {1, -1}. If c is a homomorphism then R(K/F, G, c) contains a class of index m for every m > 1. Otherwise, R(K/F, G, c) is a nontrivial subgroup of B 2 (K).
Proof
n m o c is admissible with kernel H. For this map, R(K/F, G, c) is nontrivial and has bounded exponent.
Proof. HH=G, select m > 1 and set c σ = m + 1 for all σ G G. Then π m o c is trivial and c σ > 1 so we are done. Thus we assume H Φ G and write the abelian group G/H as a direct product of cyclic groups, say G/H = Cί^j) X C(π 2 ) X XC(n r ) where C(«,) is a cyclic group of order n t . Using Dirichlet's Theorem on primes in an arithmetic progression, we may select distinct primes p λ ,...,p r such that p i = 1 modnT hen Z' Pi is cyclic of order p t -1 and has a cyclic subgroup of order n t . Choosing integer representatives of this subgroup allows us to construct a map c,.: C{n t ) -» Z pos with the property that π Pj ° c t is an isomorphism. Now, using the Chinese Remainder Theorem, we can lift to a map c: Once more the key to working in C(K/F) is to use primary decomposition, so we prove: THEOREM 
Let [A] E: B(K) have index greater than one and primary decomposition [A] = [A λ ] [A r ], Then [A] G C(K/F) if and only if [A,] G C(K/F) for all i.
Proof. Let &,, S 2 be primes of K above a common F-prime. Primary decomposition promises (l.i. 2 (K/F,G,c) (Z C(K/F) . Thus our next theorem, the principal theorem of this paper, provides an algebraic description of the classes in R(K). Denote by F a fixed algebraic closure of F. 
